REVIVE YOUR MICROBIOME
WITH THE VISUM LIGHT
DISCOVER THE GUT HEALING BENEFITS
OF PHOTOBIOMODULATION

ALL DISEASE BEGINS
IN THE GUT
Your microbiome consists of a collection of
bacteria and fungi (flora) that work together to
keep your gut health in check. This delicate
balance can shift into dysbiosis or imbalance
when internal and external factors, including
poor diet, stress, mycotoxin exposure, and
overuse of antibiotics, deplete beneficial gut
flora and allow imbalanced microorganisms to
take over.
Gut dysbiosis often results in leaky gut issues,
also called intestinal hyper-permeability. This
dysfunction occurs when the GI tract becomes
porous and its contents “leak” into the
bloodstream resulting in food sensitivities,
autoimmunity, migraines, anxiety, and
depression.
Recent scientific information indicates that LED
Light Therapy — also known as
photobiomodulation (PBM) or low-level laser
therapy (LLLT) — can help improve microbiome
health and significantly lessen leaky gut
symptoms.

Why Doctors Choose the Visum Light
Research indicates that PHOTOBIOMICS, or the
combined effects of PBM on metabolomic factors, the
microbiome, and the interaction between the two, is
implicated in modulating circadian rhythms and offers
great promise for PBM to influence the microbiome in
humans.

LEARN MORE

Learn from the Experts

CLICK HERE

Watch Now on YouTube

STIMULATE YOUR
MICROBIOME AND
REDUCE INFLAMMATION
The Visum Light offers multiple color
combinations and operating modes to select
from to reduce inflammation. You can
customize therapies from one application to
the next by simply pressing a few buttons.

Color & Frequency Selection
Red and Near Infrared Light (NIR) are vital for
activating beneficial microbial growth in the
gut and reducing pain and inflammation.
Using the Visum Light
Select RED and NIR
Choose Nogier Frequency B
Apply the Visum Light to the belly. Begin with
the timer set to 10 minutes every day until
symptoms decrease in intensity.
Next Steps
Apply the Visum Light every other day until all
symptoms resolve.

PARASYMPATHETIC SUPPORT
AND WELLNESS CHART
There are 3 primary pathways to trigger Parasympathetic Mode
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Pelvic Splanchnic Nerve
Tailbone

Oculomotor Nerve (Third Eye)
The oculomotor nerve is the third cranial nerve (CN III). It enters the orbit via the
superior orbital fissure and innervates extrinsic eye muscles that enable most eye
movements and raise the eyelid.

Instructions
Green: Forehead – Use the green light on the continuous setting &
place it on the Oculomotor Nerve/Forehead (Third Eye) for 2 minutes.

.

.

Vagus Nerve (Base of the brain)
The vagus nerve is also called the X cranial or 10th cranial nerve. It is the longest
and most complex of the cranial nerves. The vagus nerve runs from the brain
through the face and thorax to the abdomen and is linked to parasympathetic
activation.

Instructions
Turquoise: Vagus Nerve – Use the turquoise light on the continuous
setting & place it on the Vagus Nerve (Base of the brain) for 2 minutes.

.
.

Pelvic Planchnic Nerve (Tailbone)
The pelvic splanchnic nerve, also known as the nervi Erigentes, are preganglionic
(presynaptic) parasympathetic nerve fibers that arise from S2, S3, and S4 in the
sacral plexus. These nerves form the parasympathetic portion of the autonomic
nervous system in the pelvis.

Instructions
Yellow: Gut/Pelvic Planchnic Nerve– Use the yellow light on the
continuous setting & place it on the Pelvic Planchnic Nerve (Tailbone) for
2 minutes.

EXPLORING PHOTOBIOMICS
Since its discovery almost 50 years ago,
Photobiomodulation (PBM) Therapy — also known
as Low-Level Laser Therapy (LLLT) or LED Light
Therapy — has undergone immense study. One of
the many benefits observed in study after study is
improving microbiome health and the growth of
beneficial bacteria in the GI tract.
Here are some recent studies indicating that
the Visum Light improves the microbiome and
immunity.
ENHANCE GUT-BRAIN-LUNG AXIS FUNCTION
A recent study (Ailioaie et al., 2021) indicates that
PBM could adjust the mechanisms of the cytokine
storm in COVID-19 by reducing local and systemic
inflammatory responses on the gut–lung–brain
axis, improving the activity of the immune system,
and saving the lives of people with immune
imbalances.

Human Case Study
PMB therapy and cancer: The participant had
their microbiome tested on nine occasions:
before treatment, after radiotherapy and
immunotherapy for breast cancer, and three
times after PBM treatment. The microbiome
of the participant showed significant changes
in diversity after PBM treatment. The number
of known beneficial bacteria (Akkermansia,
Faecalibacterium, and Roseburia) in the
number of potentially pathogenic bacteria
decreased. The results suggested that PBM
may alter the microbiome and provide a
therapeutic approach for chronic diseases
with limited treatment options.
IMPROVE BENEFICIAL BACTERIA GROWTH
Another study (Bicknell et al., 2018)
demonstrated for the first time that PBM
altered microbiome diversity in healthy mice
and increased numbers of Allobaculum, a
bacterium associated with a healthy
microbiome.

SCIENCE-BACKED
NON-INVASIVE LED
LIGHT THERAPY
The Visum Light's groundbreaking
technology provides what most other light
devices cannot — a comprehensive, multicolored light device that is designed for
medical professionals and home users
alike.
THE POWER OF LIGHT AND SOUND
Four established light colors (red, nearinfrared, blue, and green) make up most
light therapy research thus far. In addition
to having all of these wavelengths in one
convenient device, the Visum Light's
proactive approach takes things even
further by providing Polychromatic Light —
the use of more than one light therapy
color simultaneously.
Referred to as "additive colors," your body
receives the benefits of not just each
individual color but also the new color
visualized when the two base colors are
combined. Just like the color wheel we all
learned in school, red and blue light make
magenta light, red and green light make
yellow, and blue and green light make cyan
(also known as turquoise). When we
combine red, blue, and green light, we
receive white light. Any of these
combinations can include near-infrared
(NIR) light for deeper penetration beneath
the skin and additional healing benefits.
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How is the Visum Light
different than other light
therapy devices?
Many light therapy devices that
offer pulsed light employ Nogier
Frequencies — a system
discovered and developed by
neurosurgeon and scientist Dr.
Paul Nogier in the 1970s. Through
experimentation, Nogier
identified the resonant
frequencies of healthy tissue.
These frequencies are based on
sound — another form of
vibration — and are harmonics of
the musical note D.
Though nearly imperceptible to
the ear, Nogier Frequencies can
profoundly affect our bodies at
the cellular level.
The Visum Light incorporates LED
light therapy and Nogier
frequencies into one powerful
handheld device to maximize the
beneficial whole-body effects of
vibrational healing. This truly
revolutionary, non-invasive device
can help transform your physical,
emotional, and spiritual wellbeing and shift your body into an
elevated health state with the
power of light.

